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Represented speech constructions
in modern British discourse
Tatyana Klyuchenovich
Minsk State Linguistic University
Abstract. The object o f the current investigation is represented speech
(RS) constructions. The research is based on 22 modem British works
o f literature. The RS constructions are binary and include two
components: the representing component (the remark) and the repre
sented component (the nucleus), and two authors respectively: the
current and the original one. Both the components can obtain a specific
structural and lexical-semantic organization which reflects itself on the
pragmatic power of the construction. The main puipose of the research
is to reveal the main structural-pragmatic as well as lexical-semantic
characteristics o f constructions under study with focus on the remark in
modem British fiction.
In the main part the results of the analysis are presented. It has been
ascertained that in modern British discourse two opposite tendencies
are observed: a tendency o f narrowing the remark and a tendency of its
expansion with the former prevailing. A certain quantitative contrast
between the two components of RS construction is revealed. Thus,
concise remarks are often accompanied by polylexeme original phrases.
Representing components can also differentiate by the number of
predicates. In relation to this parameter, the text material witnesses that
mono-/two-predicate remarks happen to be the most typical of modern
British discourse. The analysis results demonstrate a certain (not
obligatory) interdependence between the degree o f expansion of the
remark and the number o f predicates within it. Thus, in most cases
polylexemeness presupposes polypredicateness, and on the contrary,
concise representing components often contain 1 or 2 predicates. A cor
relation betw een the structural characteristics - the degree o f expansion
and the number o f predicates - on the one hand and informational and
emotional capacity on the other hand has been ascertained. In relation
to this. British modem authors mostly prefer represented speech con
structions with expanded nuclei and concise mono-/two-predicate re
marks tending to place a greater amount of information about the
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rendered utterance as well as the emotional constituent into represented
component which is the original speaker's phrase. Pragmatically, in
respect to Bakhtin's theory of polyphony o f two voices simultaneously
heard within one construction, the dominating strategy implies empha
sizing the position o f the original speaker and showing deep respect for
his or her words. Nevertheless, the main trend is not absolute. Other
structural-pragmatic types of RS. even the opposite ones, have been
registered as well, but with lower frequency. The degree o f infor
mational and emotional capacity of the remark can also be achieved by
the choice of verbs referring to different lexical-semantic groups and
describing the original situation in various details. The text material
proves that modem British authors widely use different verb-groups.
The problem o f lexical-semantic characteristics of RS constructions is
being under study and further results are to be achieved.
Keywords: represented speech, two-component constructions, the re
presenting component / the remark, the represented component / the
nucleus, the degree o f informational and emotional capacity, structuralpragmatic utterance types.

1. Introduction
In the limelight of the research is the linguistic phenomenon o f repre
sented speech (RS). one the most widely discussed and theoretically
important problems in modern linguistics. The concept o f represented
speech is not easily defined. According to Bakhtin 1996. it always pre
supposes an utterance within another utterance, i.e. words o f a person
inserted into the other person's narration. Likewise. Rosier (1999: 49f.)
defines represented speech as "an utterance rendered by another per
son" and also as paraphrased and recited speech. In one o f the latest
investigations. RS is understood as "a special form of utterance within
narration which does not belong to the current speaker, but to another
person, and which is created by means o f interaction o f the speakers"
voices" (Cherkasova 2013: 54). Possessing special structural, lexicalsemantic and pragmatic organization, represented speech constructions
attract linguistic interest because they reflect “both the utterance and
the situation o f its producing" (Bogova 1985).
For instance, a phrase “Oh. that's a wonderful idea!" presents an
utterance of the original speaker, while in the utterance “She exclaimed
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that it was a wonderful idea ”, the original speaker's words are intro
duced by the current speaker in a paraphrased way and with the help of
an introductory syntagma ("she exclaim ed”). The latter case refers to
RS constructions.
As we see from the example above, the constructions under study
are binary. They presuppose interaction of two authors and include two
components (Svetashova 2009. Smirnova 2006. Chumakov 1977):
1.
2.

Represented component (the nucleus) where the words of the
original author are presented ( "It was a •wonderful idea ”);
Representing component (the remark) in which the current
author renders and comments the original author's words ("She
exclaimed").

A number o f investigators agree on the fact that the choice of both re
presented and representing component is determined by the pragmatics
o f the current author who introduces the original utterance depending
on his or her communicative purpose with the aim o f producing a
unique effect on the potential reader (Cherkasova 2013. Smirnova 2006.
Kuleshova 2008. Ducro 1984). Thus, the phrase "Oh, that's a
iwonderful idea!" can be conveyed in a variety o f ways using different
types of represented and representing components. Nowadays scientists
single out up to 20 types o f RS nucleus (de Vries 2008; Recanati 2001.
Davidson 2001. Jacobson 1990. Chumakov 1977). Among them are the
following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

"Oh, that's a wonderful idea!"she exclaimed. ( Direct speech)
She exclaimed that it was a wonderful idea. (Indirect speech)
She spoke about her wonderful idea. (Thematic speech)
She exclaimed: that's a wonderful idea! (Free direct speech)
She exclaimed that “it's a wonderful idea". (Indirect quoted
speech)

Obviously, the choice o f a certain type of represented component ("Oh,
that's a wonderful idea! it was a wonderful idea; about his •wonderful
idea) is determined by pragmatic purposes and strategies o f the current
speaker. Therefore choosing the direct, free direct and indirect quoted
speech the current author focuses on rendering the exact form of the
original utterance usually showing respect and at the same time rather
distant attitude to the original speaker. Within the framework of the
indirect and thematic speech the current speaker focuses on the contents
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o f the original phrase neglecting its form, paraphrasing it if necessary
and at the same time showing co-authorship to the original speaker
(Kuleshova 2008. Svetashova 2009. Terentieva 2004. Goffman 1981).
Not only the nucleus, but the representing component type can also
be different. For instance:
-

-

“Oh. th a t's a w onderful idea! ” she exclaimed.
Gertrude leant towards him and whispered that it was a wonderful
idea.
Gertrude suddenly felt optimistic. She winked at Max, stepped up
closer and spoke about her wonderful idea.
Gertrude closed her book and moved to the window. She thought
fo r a while, then blushed and finally uttered: that's a wonderful
idea!
As they strolled back down through the village, she pointed vague
ly at the horizon and said that “it's a wonderful idea ”,

The examples given below illustrate that one and the same original
phrase can be rendered by the current speaker with the help o f different
types of representing components which possess various structuralpragmatic as well as lexical-semantic characteristics:
-

concise remarks:
- she exclaimed;
- Gertrude leant towards him and whispered;

-

expanded remarks:
- Gertrude suddenly felt optimistic. She winked at Max. stepped
up closer and spoke:
- Gertrude d o sed her book and moved to the w indow. She thought
fo r a while, then blushed and finally uttered:
- As they strolled back down through the village, she pointed
vaguely at the horizon and said:

-

mono-/two-predicate remarks:
- she exclaimed:
- Gertrude leant towards him and whispered ;

-

polypredicate remarks:
- Gertrude suddenly fe lt optimistic. She winked at Max, stepped
up closer and spoke:
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Gertrude closed her book and moved to the window. She
thought fo r a while, then blushed and fin a lly uttered;
As they strolled back down through the village, she pointed
vaguely at the horizon and said;

different verb-group remarks: including verbs that refer to different
lexical-semantic groups (Maiasov 2011, Terentieva 2004. Fillenbaunt 1971, Fillmore 1971): speech verbs (exclaimed, said, uttered,
whispered), mental verbs (thought), verbs o f mimic (winked at),
verbs of gesture (pointed at), verbs o f movement (leant, moved,
strolled), verbs o f feeling and emotion (felt optimistic), verbs of
inner state's physical expression (blushed), verbs of the actions ac
companying the speech process (closed her book) and other groups.

From the standpoint of pragmatics the choice o f the remark type is not
less relevant in terms of achieving a necessary pragmatic effect. Quite
a few scientists believe that representing component plays a very im
portant and even the leading role within implementation o f the author's
message within the framework o f represented speech constructions
(Maiasov 2011, Terentieva 2004. Smirnova 2006. Bogova 1985). The
remark enables the current speaker to dominate the original one. By
means of the remark the former takes initiative to create a certain type
o f a represented speech construction. He can choose to either simply
render or comment, interpret and even correct the original utterance
thereby exerting an impact upon the meaning and the pragmatic power
o f a certain sentence and the text on the whole.

2. Materials an methods
The investigation was carried out on the material o f 22 works of
literature (belonging to second half o f the 20-th century - the beginning
o f the 21-st century) written by 20 modem British authors. The results
o f analyses presented in the paper are based on 2700 RS constructions
used in modem British literary discourse. The research aims at revea
ling structural-pragmatic as well as lexical-semantic characteristics o f
represented speech constructions with focus on the remark in modern
British fiction. For this purpose the following methods have been
applied: a linguistic observation approach, a quantitative method, a
descriptive method, methods o f structural, lexical-semantic and context
analysis, a method o f pragmatic inteipretation.
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3. Analysis
3.1. The degree of expansion of the remark
One o f contemporary linguists. Cherkasova, observed that "there are
two tendencies in the development of the remark: a tendency o f narro
wing the representing component and a tendency o f its expansion"
(2013: 100). In respect to Bakhtin’s theory of polyphony of two voices
simultaneously heard within one construction (Bakhtin 1996. Gogotishvili 1984. Ducro 1984) the tendencies mentioned above can create pre
requisites for emphasizing a position o f either the original or the current
speaker and for creating appropriate types of remarks. According to the
empirics analysis results on the criteria mentioned above the following
data is received.
Table 1: The degree of expansion of the remark in modem British fic
tion.
Frequency
the highest frequency
high frequency
medium frequency
low frequency
*

Number of lexemes
2-6
7-10
11-14
15-more than 20

It should be noted that only meaningful words were counted such
as nouns, adjectives, numerals, verbs, adverbs, participles and pro
nouns. [Zherebilo 2010:112]

The data obtained reflect the following specificity. In British literary
discourse a tendency o f narrowing the representing component is regis
tered and therefore concise remarks prevail. Representing components
consisting of 2 to 6 words show the highest frequency. But at the same
time remarks including 7 to 10 lexical units still belong to high fre
quently used. Representing components that count 11 to 14 words,
though referring to the medium frequency, were registered in the dis
course o f each British author under study. Poly lexeme remarks contai
ning from 15 to more than 20 lexical units show the lowest frequency,
but can as well be found in modem British works o f literature [Table
1]·
The examples given below illustrate the ascertained tendency:
a) remarks o f the highest frequency ( 2 - 6 meaningful words)
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Phoebe thought about this for a moment.
‘You bastard, she said.
‘There is no need to take it personally, ' said Roddy. ‘Tastes
differ, the world over. I t ’s all subjective in a long run. ’
She frowned and said hollowly: Is this some sort o f joke? ’
'My dear, he said, ‘the Narcissus Gallery has an international
reputation. I think you 're the one it ho must be joking, i f you sup
pose that any o f these ...student}' daubs are ever likely to fin d a
place in it. '(J. Coe. p. 212)

The dialogue above is an example o f textual implementation of the
highest frequency British remarks consisting of 2 to 6 meaningful
words (said Roddy: he said: She frow ned and said hollowly: Phoebe
thought about this fo r a moment). It is notable that represented com
ponents. which are the words o f the original speakers, are mostly ex
panded and polylexeme. For instance, the 2-word remark said Roddy
refers to 3 utterances of the original speaker {There is no need to take it
personally: tastes differ, the world over; it's all subjective in a long run)
and the other 2-word remark he said belongs to a represented speech
construction with a nucleus including more than 20 meaningful words
{My dear, the Narcissus Gallery has an international reputation. 1 think
you 're the one who must be joking, i f you suppose that any o f
these ...student}' daubs are ever likely to fin d a place in it.).
-

'Well. There'll be lots o f men... I mean, you know, you're a
very... You know. I mean, you've met me, and I know I don't
count, but... You know, there are plenty... ' He trailed o ff
hopefully. (N. Hornby, p. 52)

In the similar case a concise 3-word remark is observed and a quantita
tive contrast between the two components o f the represented speech
construction is obvious. Thus, the words o f the original speaker count a
great number of lexical elements {Well. There 'll be lots o f men ... I
mean, you know, you 're a ver}’... You know. I mean, you 've met me, and
I know I don 't count, but... You know, there are plenty) in comparison
to the remark {He trailed o ff hopefully). Attention should also be payed
to the fact that the current author tries to preserve the original phrases
in their authentic form, showing the emotional state of the utterer within
the represented component itself (/ mean, you know, y o u ’re a very...)
rather than by means o f his own commenting.
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-

"Oops, somebody e lse ’s card, got mixed up M’ith mine, ' says
Brian Everthorpe, exchanging the card with another. ‘Nice
little business that, as a matter o f fact, Riviera Sunbeds. I know
the people. I can arrange a discount i f you are interested. ' (D.
Lodge, p. 102)

The extract proves again the tendency o f narrowing the remark (6 mea
ningful words) and locating a considerable part o f information as well
as the emotional component {Oops) in the nucleus o f the RS con
struction. Choosing a shadow position, the current author recites the
words of the latter in detail and allows the original speaker's voice do
minate within the two-voice construction.
Here are some other examples illustrating the main trend:
-

-

-

'I 'm a city boy. I ’ve lived my whole life in Shepherd’s bush. Yes,
y e s .’ H e'd looked at her. ‘You're from West London too, but
you ’ve got some kind o f hiking, rambling blood, I ’ll swear to it.
It must be in your genes. ’(E. Freud, p. 64)
Peter George, I said to myself, PG, Peegee, P.G. Pig. He would
have a name, and it would not be Peter, nor would it be Pete.
But why so hushed? Why the averted shoulders and the voices
dropped? (H. Mantel, p. 80)
/ remember keeping a sort o f equation in my head: I f Ralph
hurts Grandfather it means I'm right - he doesn't really care
about Mother at all; but i f Mother is cruel to Grandfather
(though she would only be cruel to him because she couldn't
forsake him) it means she really loves Ralph. (G. Swift, p. 152)

The text analysis has proved that models o f this kind show a tendency
to be the most frequent .Therefore we can say that British modem
authors mostly prefer represented speech constructions with concise re
marks tending to place a greater amount o f information about the ren
dered utterance as well as the emotional constituent into the nucleus.
Consequently, we can speak about a certain correlation between the
degree o f expansion and informational and emotional capacity o f repre
sented speech components. In respect to M. Bakhtin's theory o f poly
phony of two voices simultaneously heard within one construction pre
ference of such structural-pragmatic types implies emphasizing the po
sition o f the original speaker [1996] and showing deep respect for his
or her words.
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b) high frequency remarks ( 7 - 1 0 meaningful words):
- 'Well, ir ell, 'said Basil, when she had finished a brief account
o f her experiences at Pringle's, ‘so you ve done your bit to
make British industiy even less competitive than it is already. '
(D. Lodge, p. 185)
- 'But I love England, ' Parvez said, watching his boy in the rear
view mirror. ‘They let you do almost anything here. ' (H. Kureishi. p. 63)
As we see. the main tendency described above is not absolute. There
are quite a lot of represented speech constructions where the main trend
can still be traced, but the remarks are not so concise and the quan
titative contrast between the represented speech components is not so
sharp: an 8-word remark (Parvez said, watching his boy in the rear view
mirror) corresponds to a 10-word nucleus (But I love England, they let
you do almost anything here).
c) medium frequency (11 - 14 meaningful words)
And so, cradled by my mother as she sat bleary-eyed on the
edge o f her bed, I explained that I had ju st seen a ghost trying
to kid Grandma. (J. Coe. p. 13)
'O f course. 'Max scooped the last thick spoonful, wincing as
he attempted to avoid the polish o f its shine. ‘Thank you so
much. ’ (Freud, p. 19)
Medium frequency remarks often show the same degree of expansion
as the corresponding represented components. Sometimes even the op
posite tendency is observed: constructions o f this type may include a
short original phrase {O f course; thank you so much) and a poly lexeme
comment presenting various parameters o f the original situation such
as descriptions {last thick spoonful, bleaiy-eyed), the agent's actions
expressed by different verb-groups (speech verbs: explained, verbs of
movement: cradled, verbs of will: attempted, verbs o f the actions that
accompany the process of speaking: scooped, wincing).
d) low frequency (15 - more than 20 meaningful words)
- 'So, ’said Joice, clapping her hands, trying to keep them all in
the room a little longer, tiying to hold off, fo r as long as pos
sible, the reassertion o f Chalfen silence, ‘y ou ’re all going to be
studying together!.. ’ (Z. Smith, p. 323)
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The example demonstrates the fact that represented speech construc
tions where a considerable part of information o f the original utterance
and situation is carried out to the represented component can also be
found in modem British discourse. The nucleus appears to be rather
concise in comparison to the remark which is expanded and poly
lexeme. Remarks o f his type explicate mental and emotional state of the
speaker (tiying to keep them all in the room a little longer, trying to hold
o ff the reassertion o f Chalfen silence) as well as his or her inner state's
physical expression (clapping her hands) and other parameters (fo r as
long as possible) in details.
-

'Now, site thought wordlessly, only later, because o f the un
usual speed and accuracy with which she was thinking, put
ting it into words, ‘Now I have room to move, now 1 can do as I
please, now he c a n ’t overlook or reject me. ’ (Byatt)

There are also cases where a high degree o f expansion of both the ele
ments o f a represented speech construction can be observed. Not only
the words and thoughts o f the original speaker are introduced in details
{Now 1 have room to move, now 1 can do as I please, now he can 7
overlook or reject me), but also the current speaker's remark is ex
panded and shows informational and emotional capacity. The repre
senting component contains different parameters o f the original si
tuation such as time (only later), mental state of the utterer {thought
wordlessly; putting it into words), different reasons {because o f the un
usual speed and accuracy) etc.
Models o f low frequency often represent a symbiosis of the main
tendency (a concise remark and an expanded informational and emoti
vely rich original phrase) and the opposite tendency (a short represented
component and a polylexeme remark).

3.2. The number of predicates in the remark
The problem of the choice of either concise or polylexeme structuralpragmatic remark type logically puts a question about the linguistic
means and elements by which the degree o f expansion of the represen
ting component is achieved. In relation to this, such a characteristic as
the number of predicates within the remark has been proved to be
relevant. The following data concerning the number of predicates has
been registered in modem British fiction.
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Table 2: The number of predicates in the representing component.
The number registered
0-5
~

The number most frequently used
1-2

The results o f text analyses demonstrate the following specificity. In
modem British discourse mono-/two-predicate remarks predominate
which could logically follow the revealed prevailing o f concise repre
senting components. But even though polypredicate remarks do not
show the highest frequency, representing components including 3 or 4
predicates are widely used. 5-predicate remarks are not typical but can
still be observed.
The following extracts illustrate the dominant amplitude within
British remarks ( 1 - 2 predicates):
- 'M adam,' I reply helplessly. 'C e s i ime vraie tragedie.’ (W.
Boyd. p. 68)
- I suppose I don 'tfeel I belong anywhere either, she said. (J. Gal
loway. p. 34)
- '/h n r here now ... ’He laughed and looked down at his feet. (B.
MacLaverty, p. 118)
- Alice visited her at the visiting time, whispered: it ’ll get infected.
(Seiffert. p.l 10)
- / began to fe e l that it had all started badly, that things were
already out o f my gasp, beyond control, that the morning could no
longer be saved. (D. Mackenzie, p. 109)
- When they asked him directly, he always said, ‘I ’m afraid J
wasn ’t looking, madam, I was attending to a customer. ’ (Rendell, p.
102)
- "Why are we here?' she says, waving a pair o f nutcrackers.
‘What ’s the point o f anything? ’ (J. Darling, p. 11 )
- He cavorted on the cobblestones shouting interminably about his
lack o f trickery and the genuineness o f what he was about to per
form. (B. MacLaverty. p. 114)
Constructions of this kind represent textual implementation o f mono/two-predicate remarks most typical of British modem works o f lite
rature. The revealed tendency is proved to be regular. But in relation to
informational and emotional capacity not only the number but lexicalsemantic characteristics o f the remarks are relevant. The examples
above illustrate that modem British authors, creating their comments,
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widely use verbs that refer to different groups. There are speech verbs:
neutral (reply, said, asked) and emotionally coloured (■whispered, shou
ting). verbs o f gesture (waving), verbs o f movement (cavorted), phase
verbs (began), verbs of feeling and emotion (feel), verbs o f inner state's
physical expression (laughed) and verbs o f various actions that accom
pany the process o f speaking (looked down, visited. M oving). Within the
scope o f the current research the problem o f lexical-semantic characte
ristics o f the representing components in modem British discourse is
still being under study and is a perspective o f our further investigation.
As it has been mentioned, polypredicate remarks appeared to be
less frequent. Nevertheless, representing including 3 - 5 predicated still
can be found in literary works under study (Table 2):
Ife lt dreadful, breaking the rides, and 1said to the standing man,
7 know him. H e's a very/ old friend. I ’ve never done this before. ’
(Gardam, p. 99)
- He swallowed hard, drew a breath and made another attempt,
producing this time a roll-call on a rising chromatic scale. ‘At the
end. It goes up at the end! ’ (McEwan. p. 34)
- tA nd now, ladies and gentlemen, 'the man shouted in a voice that
heralded the final o f his act, glancing over his shoulder to check
that the Law, as he culled them, were not to be seen, 7 will perform
something which will be beyond your imagination ' (MacLaverty, p.
114).
-

The extracts above present examples of RS constructions with polyle
xeme and polypredicate remarks. Representing components that count
from 9 to 17 meaningful words (the man shouted in a voice that
heralded the fin a l of his act, glancing over his shoulder to check that
the Law, as he called them. M ere not to be seen) include 3 - 5 predicates
referring to various verb-groups (shouted, heralded, glancing, check,
called) which help to describe the original situation in detail.
Therefore, a certain interdependence o f these two structural cha
racteristics - polylexemeness and polypredicateness - has been re
vealed. But notwithstanding this fact, this correlation is not obligatory.
Concise remarks may sometimes be polypredicate, as well as monopre
dicate representing components may show a high degree o f expansion.
- ‘Exactly so. Cut the burnt bits away, wipe o ff the fat, put them in
the big Tuscan bowl and give them a good dousing in olive oil and
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then... Emily gestured vaguely towards a display o f fru it by the
larder door where there may or may not have been a lemon. ( I .
McEwan. p. 105)
We can observe a RS construction in which both the nucleus and the
remark possess a high degree o f expansion. But despite of being poly
lexeme. the representing component appears to contain only one pre
dicate (gestured). In this case the degree o f expansion and information
capacity is achieved not by the force of numerous predicates but with
the help o f other lexical means used to describe the original speaker and
the situation.
- Janet rolls over; props herself on her elbow, looks at me. ‘You
know do, 'she says again. (H. Dunmore, p. 21)
As we see. the remark consisting of 10 words includes 4 predicates in
troduced by different verb-groups: speech (says), movement (rolls over,
props herself, actions accompanying the speech process (looks at). Ap
parently. despite o f a comparatively low degree o f expansion, the re
mark can as well be polypredicate.
The data obtained also witnesses that there can be representing
components including zero-predicates [Table 2]. The analyses results
showed that such remarks with an elliptical predicate are not typical of
modern British discourse. Exactly speaking, there have been registered
3 out of 2700 British remarks under study.
- In ‘The Guardian', fo r example, he had written:
And in
‘the Observer ’ '[...] ’. (R. Harris, p. 44)
- He ju st said, ‘But —
And then finally. But which one? ' (Z.
Smith. P. 194)
- No, he remarked often, or, more rarely. Quite good. And once
infuriated. How am I meant to comment on something that is im
possible to see? (E. Freud, p. 13)
Zero-predicates remarks are always contextually predetermined (M oro
zova 2005). That is. in most cases an omission of a predicate in a remark
(And in ‘the Observer'; and then finally; and once infuriated) is
supplied with the preceding remark which contains the corresponding
predicate (he had written; he ju st said; he remarked often, or, more rare
ly). Pragmatically, remarks with an elliptical predicate are used to avoid
unnecessary repetitions, banality, being a stylistic device that helps to
create a more dynamic and expressive narration. (Peshkovsky 2009:
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205).

4. Conclusion
Therefore, the results o f text analysis in reference to RS constructions
with focus on the remark enable us to draw certain conclusions:
1. In modem British fiction both the tendencies - o f narrowing the
remark and its expansion - are registered, but w ith different fre
quency. The tendency o f narrow ing the remark is proved to be
the most regular and concise representing components show the
highest frequency. Nevertheless, remarks showing different
degree of expansion are used in modem British discourse as well
(Table 1).
2. A certain quantitative contrast between the two components of
the represented speech construction is revealed. Thus, in modern
British fiction concise remarks are often accompanied by
polylexeme original phrases. But the text analysis has proved
that even though models o f this kind show a tendency to prevail,
other combinations such as 'concise remark + concise represen
ted component', ‘expanded remark + expanded represented
component', ‘expanded remark + concise represented compo
nent' are also observed.
3. Representing components can also differentiate by the number
of predicates. In relation to this parameter, the text material w it
nesses that mono-/two-predicate remarks happen to be the most
typical of modern British discourse. In spite o f this fact, poly
predicate. as well as zero-predicate remarks can still be observed
in literary works under study (Table 2).
4. The analysis results also demonstrate interdependence between
the degree o f expansion o f the remark and the number o f predi
cates within it. Thus, in most cases polylexemeness presupposes
polypredicateness, and on the contrary, concise representing
components often contain 1 or 2 predicates. Therefore, a certain
degree of expansion of the remark is often achieved by the cor
responding number of predicates. But notwithstanding this ten
dency, this interdependence is not obligatory. Concise remarks
may sometimes be polypredicate, as well as monopredicate re
presenting components may show' a high degree o f expansion
with the help of other linguistic means.
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5. A correlation between the structural characteristics - the degree
o f expansion and the number of predicates - on the one hand
and informational and emotional capacity on the other hand has
been ascertained. That is. in most cases a high degree o f expan
sion is not only explicated by polylexemeness and polypredicateness. but also presupposes that expanded polypredicate ele
ments of RS constructions tend to bear greater informational and
emotional message. In relation to this. British modern authors
mostly prefer represented speech constructions with expanded
nuclei and concise mono-/two-predicate remarks tending to
place a greater amount of information about the rendered utte
rance as well as the emotional constituent into represented com
ponent which is the original speaker's phrase.
6. From the pragmatic point o f viewpoint, the prevailing choice of
the model “concise mono-/two-predicate remark + expanded
original phrase' reflects the current author's desire to preserve
the original phrase in its authentic form presenting details o f the
situation and emotional state o f the utterer by force of the re
presented component itself rather than by his or her own com
menting. In respect to Bakhtin's theory o f polyphony o f two voi
ces simultaneously heard within one construction, the domina
ting strategy implies emphasizing the position o f the original
speaker and showing deep respect for his or her words.
7. The degree of informational and emotional capacity of the re
mark is also achieved by the choice o f verbs referring to diffe
rent lexical-semantic groups and describing the original situa
tion in various details. The text material proves that modern Bri
tish authors widely use different verb-groups. The problem of
lexical-semantic characteristics of RS constructions is being un
der study and further results are to be achieved.
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